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 IT’S IN THE BAG!      Ron Thomas 

 
 
It was March 1979 in Perth, Western Australia, and I had just made a successful bid at an auction 
for some photographic equipment. I went to the desk, wrote out a cheque for $125 and received the 
various items. A portable screen (useful for projecting ‘photographic gems’ from your slide 
collection), a Leitz semi-automatic projector, and a leather camera bag – ‘containing various 
photographic items’ – the auctioneer’s description. 
 
What was in the bag was my casual thought? I opened the zip; its tightness suggested ‘little usage’! 
  
And there it was …………. in pristine condition……. awaiting the appreciation of a true 
photographer. A treasure indeed. All will be revealed later. 
 
I developed an interest in photography as a teenager. I lived in Coburg East (a Melbourne suburb) 
of a very normal working class family. We were poor but did not realize it. How my parents cared 
for, clothed and fed five boys, and paid their mortgage and other expenses during the 1930’s with 
Dad in and out of work, I will never know – as I write the article I am reminded of their courage 
and love. It must have been hard, b….y hard. 
 
Starting my working life as a fitter & turner apprentice in 
1949, at Newport Railway workshops I came in touch with 
men who had many hobbies and two come to mind. They 
were photographers. It was they who encouraged me to take 
up photography as a hobby. Pic 1 
 
By stinting and saving (my parents taught me how to 
budget), I purchased my first camera – a Kodak folding roll 
film type complete with a handsome leather carrying case. 
 
That camera served me well. It went everywhere with me. 
My circle of friends i.e. the Fairfield A Grade Hockey Club, 
the Church of Christ youth club, and my fellow apprentices 

from Newport, were continually ‘exposed’ to my lens (much to their 
chagrin!). Pic 2, Pic 3. 
 

 
 
 

 
When I went to Cooranbong, NSW in 1955, to train as a minister in the Seventh-day Adventist 
church and in particular to enter their  youth department, I met up with young people from all parts 
of Australia and quite exciting for those days, young people from many South Pacific islands, New 
Zealand, Ethiopia, Germany, Indonesia, Hong Kong, to name a few. Pic 4  

Pic 1. Young welders at the Newport 
Workshops 1951. On my new Kodak 620.

Pic 2. “Walker” Diesel railcar and 
one of my work colleagues at 

Newport. Myself on left.  
Pic 3. So angelic! Imagination and my 

Kodak folding 620 made the shot.

Pic 4. A visitor from Ethiopia, 
Telosa Selassie, (no relation of 
the Emperor) and yours truly 
circa 1957 at Cooranbong.
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On special occasions many would dress in their traditional costumes, and you guessed it – out 
would come my trusty Kodak camera and more ‘Gems’ were added to my collection. 
 
Those who were studying science and chemistry had access to 
the chemicals and a dark room where our films were developed 
and printed. I soon realized that ‘my camera’ was a little dated. 
Many of the students, particularly those from overseas, 
possessed 35mm cameras and Kodachrome slides were all the 
go! Pic 5 
 
However, it was not until 1960 and living in New Zealand that I 
had an opportunity to buy my first ‘real’ camera. A 35mm SLR 
Praktica with a screw in lens. 
 
I thought I was in heaven as I carefully unwrapped this piece of 
class, i.e. German camera equipment 
 
(A friend brought it into the south island of N.Z. on a return trip 
to Sydney, NSW – a bit dodgy I know, but it did save a lot of 
tax! He also brought in a Leitz 35mm projector for me – I still 
have that excellent projector.) 
 
Whilst awaiting the arrival of the camera, I swotted-up on 35mm shooting techniques, by borrowing 
from the Nelson (South NZ) library in preparation for a 3 week holiday to the North island of NZ. 
 
Angles, composition, framing, focal planes, speed and aperture settings were becoming part of my 
normal speech (much to the bewilderment of my wife). This trip would be one of the most carefully 
planned photographic trips of the age!  
 

At every opportunity I would stop our 1937 Morris 
Eight (complete with wire wheels) and carefully shoot 
another photographic gem. My wife would often say, 
“Just take the photo and don’t talk to yourself”! She 
had inherited her mother’s Box Brownie Kodak – 
simple, stand still, look down, hold the camera firmly 
and squeeze the release button. Quick and effectual. 
Pic 6 
 
Each time I did press the shutter release on my brand-
new Praktica, there would be quite an audible ‘clunk’ 
as the mirror lifted and the shutter blinds would open 
and close (all Praktica owners know that sound) and 

another ‘gem’ was recorded on film.  
 
On returning home, I took my two 36 spools of Kodachrome film to the local chemist cum-photo 
supplier to be developed and waited anxiously for their return. 
 
On the appointed day, I set-up the brand new Leitz projector in our living room, opened the first 
box and placed the 35mm slide in the machine slid the mechanism across. Nothing! I did it again. 
Nothing. I did it again this time reversing the slide. Nothing. In desperation I placed slide after 
slide, including Box 2 into the projector. Nothing! 
 
The brand new, super doopa 35mm Praktica with the ‘clunking’ sound was not synchronizing the 
mirror and shutter curtains! 
It was a bitter disappointment. 

Pic 5. On the ship to New Zealand 
with Kodak folder in hand! 

Pic 6. Morris 8 Sedan 1937 model  
and yours truly! 
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I had carefully recorded every one of the 76 photo’s exposure times, aperture settings, the time of 
day etc. All to no avail. I am sure that I am not the first photographer to experience this moment; 
although now with the new digital equipment, it is highly unlikely to happen. 
 
Often I was asked to take meetings at youth clubs and I produced 
a slide program featuring the landscape beauty of New Zealand 
complete with Maori songs and close up photographs of many of 
the native birds with their calls copied from a recording by the 
New Zealand bird watchers society. Pic 7 
 
To get the photographs of the birds I befriended the curator of 
the Nelson Museum. He allowed me access to the museum of a 
Sunday (everything except churches were closed on Sundays) 
and I took my 35mm Praktica plus a set of rings, a tripod and 
cardboard boxes made into small studios complete with authentic 
foliage, rocks, sand etc to emulate the birds habitat. 
 
Previously I had visited the room where the birds were displayed and noted where the sun shone 
through the windows. I wanted to use natural light rather than flash, so armed with this knowledge I 
managed to photograph more than 30 specimens of which I had their calls on recordings. 

 
The plan worked perfectly and very few people ever guessed 
that the birds were stuffed, so life-like was the finished product. 
I became known among my contemporaries as, “The birdman of 
Nelson” – a play on words taken from the black and white 
movie entitled, “Birdman of Alcatraz” starring Burt Lancaster. 
Pic 8 
 
In the late 60’s my work in the church took on more and more 
the role of a public relations official and health educator. 
 
Thus, my photographic skills became associated with people 
and events rather than nature study. “Mug shots” became more 
important. So I began using a twin-lens Mamiyaflex (in fact I 
purchased two, one for colour and one for black and white) and 

I purchased two extra inter-changeable lenses: a 135 mm 
Sekor and the wideangle 65 mm Sekor. Pic 9 
 
Through a photographic supplier I was able to have made-up 
for me rolls of film (Ilford) with 6, 8, 12, l6 and 20 frames; 
depending on what I had to record I selected the appropriate 
roll in color or black and white to do the job. 
 
At that time I used a Metz 402 rechargeable flash unit, which 
was heavy but totally reliable. And by watching the 
professional photographers at work I began to understand the 
value of ‘bounce flash’, which I use today. 
 
Leaving church work I did two post-graduate courses at 

RMIT (public relations) and a Health Educators course at Deakin University, which enabled me to 
obtain a position in 1985 at Box Hill hospital as their PR officer. 
 
Here my photographic skills came to the fore. I was responsible for the production of monthly staff 
bulletins, a quarterly magazine entitled “The Hill”, posted to all contributors to the hospital and all 
who were associated with the hospital’s running as well as the annual report. 

Pic 7. A Gannett photographed with 
Praktica for my “Birdman” series. 

Pic 8. The New Zealand Hawk 
“swooping”. In reality, framed 
sideways in my museum set-up. 

Pic 9. The Mamiyaflex TLR 6x6 and 
bounce flash was perfect for PR 

portraits. 
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Some photographs required professional contributions, but the 
majority came through my lens. Pic 10 
 
One photograph remains imprinted in my mind to this very 
day. We were featuring the Intensive Care Unit and the High 
Dependency Unit where there is a one-to-one relationship with 
the patient 24/7. 
 
I wanted to convey the intimacy of that relationship, patient to 
nurse, nurse to patient. The patient, a mid twenty’s young 
woman was severely injured in a road accident and was lying 
on her back unable to move, even to feed herself. Her method 
of communication was via a mirror suspended overhead. How 
to photograph her face and to photograph her nurse at the same 
time, perplexed me. 
 
During the night I awoke suddenly and I could see the mirror 
with the girl’s face smiling at me. The mirror! That is the clue. 
Use the mirror reflection of the face, get the nurse in as close 
as possible, use bounce flash and the right aperture and speed and you will have it! 

 
I went to work excited at the prospect of 
achieving what seemed impossible. 
 
It worked beautifully and was the front cover of 
“The Hill” and it received an enthusiastic 
response from readers. “What a warm, lovely 
shot conveying the real relationship of a nurse to 
a patient” was the usual comment. Pic 11 
 
The old Mamiya had done the trick. But what 
was behind the shot was 30 years of looking at 
the situation through the camera lens many times 
and asking the question “How does one create a 
photo which says, 
one picture is worth 
a thousand words.” 
Pic 12 
 
I owe a debt of 
gratitude to two 

professional photographers who helped me get the best out of my 
equipment; Don Stephens, former photographer of “The Hobart 
Mercury”, and Wayne Whittles, a true professional photographer now 
living in Blackburn, Victoria.  
 
Watching Don work in front of an enlarger was truly amazing. He 
would pick up a negative, analyze it, work out composition and then 
swiftly begin constructing a photo from the negative with his hands 
moving through the air across the beam of light and at times forming a 
cone of light through his fingers or his palms. He would then pick up 
the exposed photo-paper, plunge it in the developing tray and then like 
a hen watches chickens he would wait until he saw what he wanted emerging on the paper. At a 
precise moment he would then place the developed image in the fixing tray. It was like watching a 

Pic 10. Ektachrome 6x6 front cover
taken at night with ambient light &
flash, deliberately moving the
ambulance at right to portray motion.

Pic 11. Front cover of “The Hill” magazine 
with my reflective shot of patient and nurse. 

Pic 12. Grandpa! Praktica 35
on the beach… one of those
Cartier-Bresson “decisive
moments” that worked. My
son is now 51! 
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magician at work or an artist painting a canvas. His hands and fingers were his brushes and his 
medium was light. 
 

From Wayne I learnt the value of preparation. He would 
imagine the situation, the space, he would be working on the 
type of photograph he wanted and then, go to the situation and 
get ‘the shot’! Pic 13 
 
Angles, light, expected atmosphere, the person to be shot, 
room to move and say ‘props’ that were readily available, 
were carefully thought out. He would say, “Remember Ron, 
most of the people you need to photograph are busy people, so 
get in, have everything ready, apertures, speeds, lights or flash 
set etc. Speak clearly, quietly and get in, shoot and get out!” 
He worked from home and he was an invaluable resource in 
getting film developed and suitable shots selected and sent out 
quickly to the various news outlets. 
 

 
Now, back to that 1979 auction. 
 
During my initial inspection earlier in the day, I soon realized that all of the hundreds of items to be 
auctioned on that day were expensive. Top shelf. The owner was deceased. He was a bachelor, a 
retired tea planter from Ceylon, and so, he always purchased quality.  
I only wanted the screen. The auctioneers were weary, their voices reduced 
to almost nothing and so, when it came to the screen, they decided to put 
ALL the photographic items as one lot. It was the last lot for the day. I 
reasoned that what was in ‘the bag’ would be top quality, just like every 
other item auctioned that day. And so I entered the fray – quietly. The bids 
started at $20. I went to $25. And so it went until there were only two of us 
left bidding. The other bidder went to $100. I went to $125 (I thought, “Now 
he has to go to at least $150”) He didn’t bid again. I was left with the lot. 

The bag. What was in it? I took the bag 
etc. to my car and inspected its contents. 
To my complete surprise, delight and 
amazement I found I had in my hands an 
M3 Leica. Like the bag it was in pristine 
condition. It had a half finished film still 
in the camera. Also in the bag were four 
genuine Leitz interchangeable lenses, a 
Weston light meter and a ‘blower-brush’ to clean the lens. Wow! 
As I drove home I did some serious thinking. Did I need a Leica? 
I had by now a 35mm SLR Pentax, complete with two inter-
changeable lenses, two Mamiya twin reflex cameras also with 
interchangeable lenses. Pic 14 I knew Leica’s needed a slightly 
different method of operation – could I be bothered? The answer 
was NO. My work did not require any more equipment.  
 
I decided to get some sound advice as to the value of this gear. So 
off I went to a camera supplier of Leica and Leitz equipment and 

sought their advice re value. All up the camera equipment was worth upwards of $1800! Quite a 
jump from $125! So I advertised the equipment. I purchased some black velvet material and laid out 
my treasurers. One person purchased the lot for $1750. I often wonder what if I had kept it. What 
would it be worth today? Anyway I enjoyed the experience in 1979! These days, aged 81, I am still 
working… as a civil celebrant… and enjoying every minute. Pic 15  

 
Pic 13. Hobart harbour in the pictorialist 

genre on (faded) Ektachrome 6x6. 

Pic 14. Another photo-
graph of young Owen
Thomas… and he still
loves gardening too.
From a b/w print. 

 
Pic 15. A recent photograph of your
author… pity it wasn’t taken on
what could still be “My” Leica M3! 
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DALKA           Part 2                     John Fleming. 
 
Clive Ditchburn’s previous consultation with local businessmen 
(often at Masonic Lodge meetings) brought forth enthusiastic 
expressions of interest for the “Dalka” camera project. Given 
that encouragement, Ditchburn and Edwin Candy, together with 
a surprise “outsider”, knew financial backing was assured. 
After an hour at solicitor Alan Wainwright’s office the 
paperwork was finalised to form Dalka Industries. It’s possible 
it was around this time on his return to the factory in Bell Street 
Preston, a somewhat exhilarated Clive Ditchburn proclaimed to 
all present (including 17 year old Don Trist) the intention to 
build cameras. One wonders though at the somewhat less 
optimistic outlook presented by the Australian newspapers of 
that very day. Pic 1 
 

With all the paperwork prepared and initial shareholders ready, a second 
meeting was held at 11-15 AM on Thursday April 29 1948 at Wainwright 

Solicitors to appoint the first Dalka company directors. 
They were Master Builder Stephen “Will” Gwillam 
(elected chairman), Pic 2 Clive Ditchburn, Albert Solano 
(close friend of Clive’s and a Preston delicatessen shop 
owner) Pic 3 and Robert Wilson (proprietor of the 
printing firm Wellworth Press almost next door to Dalka 
factory). The other original shareholder at this meeting 
was Stanley Edward Patrick, owner of a menswear store 
in High Street Preston. Pic 4 The Company was 
officially registered as “Dalka Industries Pty Ltd” on 
April 30th 1948. A further meeting of directors on 
Tuesday May 4th 1948 listed all the shareholders and 

confirmed the fledgling firm had opened an account with the Preston Branch of The Commercial 
Bank of Australia Ltd. Furthermore, the meeting was told the bank 
manager, William Murray, had also taken out 50 shares in Dalka 
Industries! Clive Ditchburn informed this meeting several employees were 
now busy producing the meniscus lenses with recently secured diamond 
shaping wheel and two multi-spindle polishing machines, under the initial 
technical direction of optician Reginald Trist. The output was 50-60 lenses 
per day to build up stock in anticipation of moulded camera bodies soon 
being available. Ditchburn also reported tooling for the two moulded 
plastic optics in the little square viewfinder was practically completed. 
This method of fabricating any type of lens was then very advanced. An 
Australian Patent application by Ditchburn (inventor) & White 

(toolmaker), number 20,632/1948, was lodged on 
17th May 1948. The shareholders at this stage were: 
 
Stanley Edward Patrick (Mercer, Preston), his son, 
Robert Leslie Patrick (Shop Assistant), William Stuart 
Murray (Bank Manager Commercial Bank, Preston), 
Albert Martin Solano (Dairy Produce shop/Engineer, 
Preston) also Albert’s wife Edith Maud Solano (Home 
Duties) Pic 5 Frank Fathers (Real Estate Agent, 
Preston),Stephen William Gwillam (Master Builder & 
a Company Director of “Binlatex”), Reginald Ernest 
Trist (Optician, Preston), Thomas Frederick Stewart 
(Dairy Produce Merchant, Preston), Thomas G. 

Pic 1. News headlines Monday 
March 15 1948. “The Argus” 

Pic 2. Stephen William 
Gwillam in 1974. 

Photo: courtesy  
Peter Filmer. 

Pic 3. Albert Solano, 
1931. Photo: 

courtesy Darryl & Lorraine Dyer.

Pic 4. Stanley E. Patrick. 
1978. Photo: courtesy  

The Patrick Family. 

 
Pic 5. Edith Solano, 

1948.  
Photo: courtesy Darryl & Lorraine Dyer. 

Pic 6. Thomas 
Gilbert Fletcher, 

1947. 
Photo courtesy: Bruce Naylor. 
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Fletcher (Cycle Shop Proprietor, Preston) Pic 6  Charles Henry Waddell (Company Director, 
Preston) Pic 7 and Richard Ian Hamilton (Pharmacy/Chemist, Preston).  Pic 8  
 

Now financial backing 
was settled, Clive 
Ditchburn threw himself 
into a frenzy of activity. 
He visited brilliant Preston 
toolmaker Charles White 
Pic 9 to finalise the body 
dies for injection 
moulding, Liberty Plastics 
in nearby Thornbury 
engaged for this work. 
Screw presses for injection 
moulding were introduced 

by an Italian firm in 1937, the same year 
Polystyrene was first marketed by I.G. 
Farben in Germany. Charles White was also entrusted to make stamping 
dies for the sheet metal shutter parts, levers etc. Clive purchased 8 foot 
operated “kick” presses from White, to be used for both riveting and 
stamping out small parts back at Bell Street. They were making as much as 
possible “in house” including the entire shutter assembly and the optics. 
One of the workers doing lens grinding 
was Fred Trotter, a man with excellent 
mechanical ability and a close neighbor of  
the Ditchburn family. Another fast 
learning lens grinder was ex wartime 
bomber pilot E.H. (Harry) Brockhouse. He 
had trained in Canada with the Australian 
Airforce, and then served in England 

flying Bristol Beauforts. At one stage he and his crew had to ditch 
in the sea, and were rescued “just in time”. He was happy to have 
his feet on the ground again, and the Dalka job was welcome 
employment to enable him to continue building his new house in 
the nearby suburb of Reservoir. With tooling almost completed, 
Clive Ditchburn hired more staff in anticipation of full scale 
camera production. Wanting a factory foreman, he approached his 
good friend and holiday camping neighbor Harry Clerke. Pic 10 

The offer was accepted and Harry left McMillan & 
Caddy Transport to join Dalka in Preston. He had all 
the requisites, being skilled with tools, able to tackle 
anything and, importantly, was a good organiser. 
Advertisements in the local “Preston Post” newspaper 
found more than enough process workers, mainly 
young girls and housewives and Clive also enlisted 2nd 
year engineering apprentice, 19 year old Raymond 
Ryan from Coburg. Finally, a junior assistant was taken 
on when 15 year old Donald Rookledge joined. Don 
had been a regular visitor to the workshops since he 
was about 10 in the company of his father Thomas. All 
was ready, production was about to begin and the 
Dalka Candid A20 camera was due to take centre 
stage!  
Pic 11 With Charles White’s body moulding dies now 
at Liberty Plastics in nearby Thornbury, etched 

Pic 7. Charles Waddell (centre right) with 
staff of Pitt-Waddell Chains, Blanche St, 

Preston 1930. Photo: courtesy PWB-Anchor Pty Ltd. 

Pic 8. Richard Hamilton, 1946. 
Photo: courtesy Wendy McLennan. 

 
Pic 9. Charles White, tool 

& die maker, 1947.  
Photo: courtesy Mrs. Sophie White. 

Pic 10. Harry Clerke (R) with 
Raymond Ryan, 1948 at Dalka 

factory Preston. Photo: by Clive Ditchburn 
(on a Dalka) courtesy Alan Clerke.

Pic 11. Dalka staff late 1948 behind factory. 
Front left: Foreman Harry Clerke, front extreme 

right: Harry Brockhouse, next to him is Fred 
Trotter, second row extreme right: Daniel Lavery 

(3 lens grinders). Back row extreme left:  
Raymond Ryan, next to him: Don Rookledge.  

Photo: by Clive Ditchburn (on a Dalka) courtesy Alan Clerke. 
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nameplates underway with Apec Engravers, Flexible Plastics Co. 
making the side strap, Nelson Engineering milling the wind knob & 
ratchet and shutters being stamped, blued and riveted back at 
446/448 Bell St, complete cameras would soon appear. The printing 
and cardboard box packaging firm of G. N. Raymond was selected 
to make the Dalka camera cartons and a bonus was the manager, 
Fred Hagger, enthusiastically taking up Dalka Industries shares. Pic 
12 He was well known in sporting circles for his long association 
with the Fitzroy Cricket Club, being the Chief Executive by 1948. 
The instruction leaflets for the Dalka Candid camera were composed 
by Clive Ditchburn and printed by Southland Press. By the 29th of 
June 1948 at the Dalka Directors’ meeting at E.C. Candy’s office in 
the city, the first sample camera body moulding from Liberty 
Plastics was shown but it was noted “…minor adjustments would be 

necessary to ensure light tight fitting of the two sections”. Even by this 
stage, the only OPERATIVE Dalka camera was still the wooden 
prototype!  Pic 12A A week earlier, three more people had taken up 
shares, including Joseph Stanley Grey, former Mayor of Preston and 
owner of the largest paper bag manufacturing factory in the Southern 

Hemisphere (“Lyndhurst” in Brunswick) Pic 
13 The others were young printer, Leslie 
Edward Clements from Wellworth Press, 3 
doors away from Dalka Pic 14 and Howard 
Francis Dawson, manager of the insurance 
company Dalka was using, and not 
coincidently, a neighbour of Will Gwillam’s 
in Glen Iris. Dawson later became Mayor of 
Camberwell and also a representative for 
UNICEF in Australia. Pic 15 
 
On the 25th August 1948 at a Directors’ 
meeting convened at the Ditchburn family 
home, 50 Hotham Street Preston, it was 

reported Liberty Plastics were about to deliver the 
first batch of the Dalka camera body mouldings 
and camera assembly should finally commence on 
3rd September. Clive Ditchburn also told the 
meeting that “…in view of the number of females 
now employed it will be required to install 

additional toilet facilities”. He added “The work 
is underway, and the extra cost will be offset by 
not having to pay Mrs. Wimmer (the dwelling 
occupier at rear of factory) Seven Shillings and 
Sixpence per week for use of her toilet”! Another 
meeting  of Dalka Directors on September 6th 
1948 reveals “Camera production is expected to 

start within a few days”. The estimated assembly rate was stated as 200-
300 cameras per week and the retail sales price was agreed at £2/2/0 each. 
(About $4-40 today) 
 
Don Rookledge says the assembly lines were long benches, some across 
the west wall with a number of the foot “kick” presses for stamping out 
small metal parts or riveting. Pic 16 One day in particular, Wednesday 
September 1st 1948, work was busily proceeding when suddenly a shrill 
scream erupted… Stella Lewis, just 17, had kicked her footpress down 

Pic 12. G. N. Raymond’s quote 
for the Dalka cartons, signed by 

manager Fred Hagger. 
Copy photo: by Ruth Cunningham.

Pic 12A. Edwin C. Candy, 
Dalka Industries accountant 

at his city desk mid 1948.  
Photo: by Clive Ditchburn (on Dalka 

prototype)…time exposure with available light. 
Print: courtesy Bruce Candy. 

Pic 13. Joseph Grey when 
Mayor of Preston, 1943. 

Photo: Darebin Historical Archives. 

Pic 14. Leslie Clements, 
printer, 1947. 

Photo: courtesy Mrs. Isobel Clements. 

Pic 15. Howard Dawson, 
1953. 

Photo: City of Boroondara archives.

Pic 16. Pendulum “kick” 
press, 8 being used at 

Dalka. 
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whilst she had her left index finger under the stamper! Pic 17 With blood oozing, she managed to 
extract her finger from the press whilst shocked staff milled around. 
Foreman Harry Clerke was in charge (Clive Ditchburn 
was in the city offices of E.C Candy at a shareholders’ meeting) and 
realising Stella was badly injured, Harry fetched a clean towel to help 
stem the bleeding and quickly telephoned the local medico, Dr. W .H. 
Steel in High Street, Preston. Fortunately, the doctor was “in”, so Harry 
bundled a sobbing Stella into his brand new Austin A40 and they sped 
off in an easterly direction along Bell Street. Pic 18 Harry revved the 
little 1200 cc Austin engine out in each of the four gears, quickly slicing 
the floor lever through as only an experienced ex truck driver can. 
Noticing the towel around Stella’s hand slowly turning red, he prayed 

the approaching clock type traffic signal 
would be “green”…it was. Just! Pic 19 

Swinging the lime green Austin left into High 
Street, Harry raced up the two blocks to Doctor 
Steel’s office. With Stella now being given a 
Tetanus injection, stitches, the remains of her 
fingernail removed and a dressing applied, 
Harry went next door to the renowned “Tasma 
Cake Kitchen” and purchased a dozen vanilla 
slices for the staff afternoon tea…they would 

need something to calm their nerves. Dr. William Hart Steel was a very 
competent man, having studied overseas and had also been the Preston 
Council’s chief medical officer. Before she was discharged from the medical 
rooms, Dr. Steel wrote a “Doctor’s Certificate” to enable Stella to claim 
workers’ compensation and stated she would be “…unable to be employed 
for at least 10 days”.  Pic 20 The compensation form was duly issued. Pic 21   
 

In late October 
1948 a decision 
was made that was, 
in hindsight, misguided: “Cameras be 
sold solely through Herbert Small Pty 
Ltd, the only exception being 500 only 
cameras to Myers”. The latter was the 
prestigious Melbourne department store. 
In recent discussion, Bruce Candy (son of 
Dalka accountant E.C. Candy) maintains 
“It was a fatal marketing error by putting 
all the eggs in the one basket”. Pic 22 So 
far expenses had been heavy, with staff 

wages, materials to purchase, rent, tooling and dies, but a 
bright note came at the Directors’ meeting held at the factory 
in Bell Street on Friday 19th November 1948. It was formally 
reported at last camera production was rolling along 
smoothly and 800 Dalkas had been delivered, despite 
difficulties with insufficient supply of matching backs and 
fronts from Liberty Plastics. An alarming message was the 
Dalka bank account being overdrawn by some 350 Pounds. 
Maybe the ageing Charles Waddell (now retired from Pitt-
Waddell Chains) sensed something when he wrote to advise he wished to sell all his Dalka shares! 

Pic 17. Stella May Lewis, 
1950. Photo: courtesy Keith Millar. 

 
Pic 18. The Austin A40 was 

popular immediately post-war 
in Australia. 

Pic 19.Clock face 
traffic control (1940’s) 
prior to modern traffic 
lights. Photo: Museum Victoria.

 
Pic 20. Doctor’s Certificate for 

Stella Lewis. Copy photo: by Robert Leonard. 
Pic 21. Worker’s Compen-

sation Form for Stella. 
Copy photo: by Ruth Cunningham. 

Pic 22. The Herbert Small Pty Ltd 
camera store in Melbourne circa 1947. 

Photo: The Kodak Collection, Museum Victoria. 
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At the end of November 1948, 1,062 Dalka Candid cameras had been delivered when another 
difficulty arose with threatened industrial and union action plus nation wide strikes, resulting in 
rationed electric power supply. Those grim newspaper headlines from 8 months ago hadn’t 
improved. As this was the last meeting before the Christmas holidays, 
it was decided to lodge the finished Dalka lenses for safe keeping 
with the Commercial Bank, to be collected upon re-opening the 
factory later in January 1949. These Trist designed 66 mm lenses 
were branded “TECO” around the plastic mount. For the first time, 
“Back Focus” can reveal Clive Ditchburn named them after his 
former wartime engineering enterprise: T=Tubecraft, E=Engineering, 
CO=Company. Pic 23 
 
When production resumed in 1949, assembly was then held up by 
“….lack of the improved spool clip” according to the Minutes of a 
Directors’ meeting. It was also revealed Mr. Waddell had not 
managed to sell his shares and the Dalka directors agreed to approach William Raymond Garrett, 
photographer, photo goods importer and former RAAF pilot. By March 1949, when the new spool 
clip became available, production started again and saw a total now of 1,500 cameras being 
delivered to Herbert Small. The Dalka bank account was back in credit of  358 Pounds and so 
confident were the directors, another assembly “shop” was rented at 582 Bell Street, a few blocks 
west near Gilbert Road. It was a large shed behind a former carpenter’s shop, and some presses and 
benches were moved in together with “lucky” staff. Imagine the conditions with approaching 
winter! 
 
A serious problem arose when the lens diamond grinding wheel failed. Repairs would require it sent 
back to England (?) and five months wait! Clive Ditchburn had no option except to buy another new 
one to keep production running. Very interestingly, it is reported in the Minutes of a Directors’ 
Meeting on March 16th 1949 “A new lens surround nameplate is expected any day from Apec 
Engravers”. This was due to the change in wording from Dalka Candid A20 version 1 “Use 120 or 
620 Film” to “Use 620 Film” on Dalka Candid A20 version 2. Pics 24 & 25 Troubles increased in 

May 1949 when inoperative 
cameras were steadily being 
returned, mostly with shutter 
problems, and 216 out of 1,381 
cameras for April were faulty. 
Some better news was Charles 
Waddell’s shares had finally been 
sold to Professor Stanley Martin, 
an old colleague of both Reginald 
Trist and William Garrett. Clive 

Ditchburn had also purchased a small car trailer, as having sold his 1929 Essex tourer, he found 
carrying lengths of brass rod, metal sheeting and even slabs of glass, the interior of his new Morris 
10 sedan was being damaged. He requested the very reasonable recompense of 35 Pounds but the 
directors decided “…the present financial position of Dalka didn’t warrant the outlay.” The 
company didn’t have a truck or car of its own, and surely this seemed a very mean spirited decision, 
even though finances were unhealthy. The bank balance was certainly back into the red by June 
1949 and for extra income it was decided Clive Ditchburn complete a large batch of partly made up 
telescopic tube car and truck radio aerials as soon as possible. At the same time, more and more 
faulty cameras were being returned (due probably to lack of quality control and shutter assembly by 
unskilled labour) and the worst news came during the middle of winter when on 26th of July 1949 
Mr. McKenzie from Herbert Small (the main sales outlet) reported his store had “…2,000 Dalka 
cameras in stock and there was no demand at this time of year.” He went on to say Smalls therefore 
wanted no more cameras delivered! 
 

Pic 23. The T.E.C.O lens  
and mount. Photo: John Fleming. 

Pic 24. Dalka camera, version 1 up 
to April 1949. Photo: D.L. Manning. 

Pic 25. Dalka camera, version 2, 
from April 1949. Photo: Tom Hellwege. 
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Interestingly, a couple of months prior to this shock announcement, 1,994 new-in-the-carton Dalkas 
were taken back from Herbert Small’s shop to the Bell Street factory  “…to be adapted for the new 
spool  by Kodak” Perhaps this was the 620 conversion? Considering 620 spooled films had existed 
since the early 1930’s, and is of course different in the end slots to 120, one wonders why the Dalka 
originally was thought useable on BOTH spool types. With sales almost at a standstill, and not ONE 
overseas export market contract, a letter from the import/export agents engaged by Dalka Industries 
(Atholl Murray & Co, Sydney) was yet another savage blow. A sample Dalka sent overseas by the 
agent had the lens fall out whilst prospective buyers examined it! The rumours were starting to 
spread, and the manager of the Commercial Bank in Preston, William Murray stated he wished to 
sell his shares. At the same time, one of the original Dalka directors, printer Robert Wilson, 
tendered his resignation. Herbert Small were also being critical of the very short focal length of the 
Dalka lens at 66 mm (to cover 6x6 cm…the normal is about 75-80 mm), and further disaster around 
this time was another shareholder, Fred Hagger (manager of the Dalka carton suppliers) wishing to 
bail out and sell his interests. The much needed sales of the radio aerials was meanwhile held up as 
Clive Ditchburn couldn’t obtain the knobs to fit the tips! The gloomy outlook was compounded by 
the fact there were now 1,259 unassembled or incomplete cameras in the Preston factory. With all 

this in mind, the directors invited three well respected experts to a special 
meeting at E.C. Candy’s city office on 25th August 1949 to discuss 
producing “…a new, improved camera.” The experienced trio comprised 
Reginald Trist the highly skilled optician, Stanley Martin, Physics 
Professor at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology Pic 26 and photo 
goods importer/photographer/former pilot William Garrett. Improvements 
discussed included a longer focal length lens, a lighter shutter release 
spring, metal rivets in spool clips and perhaps a plastic film wind knob 
with plastic ratchet. It was also suggested the back latching could be 
improved. The three experts were thanked for their input and talk began of 
making the “improved Dalka”. The directors then authorised Clive 
Ditchburn design the necessary alterations. 
 

With the approach of spring 1949, Clive Ditchburn busied himself making a prototype of the 
suggested “improved Dalka” with a specially ground 72.25 mm lens, longer nosecone (a one-off 
spacer made for the trial camera) and had it soon built up and a test roll of film shot which was to be 
shown at the next meeting of directors when, on September the 8th 1949, the postman delivered a 
very unpleasant surprise. Was this the end?  Pic 27 

ERRATUM Pic 26: In Part 1 the incorrect image was used for Prof. Stanley Martin. This is the correct one. My apology. J. F. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The DALKA story will conclude with Part 3 in our next issue. 

Pic 26. Professor Stanley 
Leonard Martin. 

Photo: courtesy R.M.I.T 

 
Pic 27. An unpleasant surprise arrives from the bank! 
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A POSTCARD PHOTOGRAPH       Geoff Harrisson 

 
My first employment was in the D&P section of Kodak Hobart and customers back then (1954) 
could ask for their negatives to be enlarged as a “postcard”. The 3½ x 5½ inch bromide paper was 
grey printed on the back with the usual postcard layout for message, address and stamp. Recently 
when searching through my photograph collection I came across this postcard size print. (Pic 1)  

 
Now the subject matter was hardly enough reason to keep it so I 
wondered why it was in my collection. When I looked at the back and 
saw the printing I remembered why I had kept it. It was the phrase 
“Electric Studios” that had appealed to me. After I left Kodak I was 
employed as a printer for a Hobart studio owner who once worked in 
Melbourne for Spencer Shier. He told me that Shier’s studio was the 
first to make portraits there by electric light. So remembering that and 
by the look of the clothing of the three girls I estimated the photo was 
made around 1920. 
 
I was also intrigued by the phrase “Finished While You Wait”. (Pic 2) 
This feature is usually related to a location other than a city studio. So I 
searched for information on the Whitney brothers and this is what I 
found. 

 
When “Luna Park” opened in St. Kilda in December 1912 
one of the many attractions was a Whitney Bros. ‘while-u-
wait’ photobooth.  A couple of their props, which people 
were seated in for a photograph, were a crescent moon (Pic 
3) and an aeroplane. However the Park was closed for WW1 
and didn’t reopen until 1923. The two (American) Whitney 
brothers, George and Leo, were listed under ‘photographers’ 
in a Melbourne directory in 1919 at the Bourke Street 
address. They returned to USA about the end of 1921 and 
then later started business at an amusement park in San 
Francisco. 

In an interview recorded in 2002 George’s son George Jr. says: 
“World War I started; and the Australian government closed all 
forms of amusements and shows, theatre and entertainment. And so 
the partners, George and Leo, were out of business. And then it was 
just a case of survival; because they were Americans, the Australian 
government closed certain jobs to them because they were aliens. 
(Then) they opened a quick-finish studio on Bourke Street -- and my 
dad concentrated on an arcade and shooting gallery. He convinced 
the Melbourne government that young Australian boys learning to 
shoot would be patriotic for the war, and they bought it. And with the 
combination of those activities, they survived through World War I. -- 
my uncle had worked with 
Eastman Kodak and had 
developed the ability to make a 
photo and get it dry enough 

that people could walk away with it in a little over a minute. 
And because it was still wet, you'd walk around with it, which 
was an advertisement.” 
Luna Park has undergone a lot of restoration and is on the 
Victorian Heritage Register.  
This is how it looks today (Pic 4).  

Pic 1. Estimated c1920.  

Pic 2. Whitney Bros. Electric Studios 
showing their Bourke Street address.

Pic 4. Modern day Luna Park, St Kilda, 
Melbourne. 

 
Pic 3. The Crescent Moon prop. 
(Pic courtesy of State Library of NSW) 
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The Art Deco Folding Kodak, Part II.  

The BIG One!       Lyle Curr 

Way back in Part 1 of this article we looked at how the ordinary black Kodak Folder became a bit 
more stylish as it took on an art deco feel towards the end of the 1920's. The designers of the Series 
III Kodaks took the art deco period quite seriously, and it all culminated in the 3A Kodak Series 
III , the ultimate Kodak art deco folder. Much later chronologically, made in the very early 1940s, 
it was the grand finale. Gone were the fancy knobs and levers; the shield shaped lens standard and 
the brass lettering on multiple scales for exposure calculation.  

 
Clean lines, lots of chrome, and uncluttered 
controls, still in the distinctive geometric 
panache of art deco, but expressed more 
simply, almost understated. The huge size of 
the camera was all that was needed to make 
the statement.  
 
A magnificent camera on display, the 3A 
Series III is more than eye catching. (Pic 1) 
Those bright nickel chrome stripes on the 
black enamelled sides catch every reflection 
and point of light and you can't miss it on the 
shelf. (Bloody impossible thing to 
photograph as well!!!) (Pic 2) 

 

The rest of the camera is just as impressive. 
Standing over 10-inches tall, its size is 
accentuated by the simple and uncomplicated 
controls for the brushed chrome fronted shutter. 

Pic 1. The picture does not do it justice. 
On the shelf this camera IS IMPRESSIVE! 

Pic 2. The most ostentatious decoration. Those 
lovely side panels and the deco shaped winding 

key. The rest of the camera's appearance is 
almost understated. 

Pic 3. A very plain shutter face. 
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Just standard (for the day) levers for cocking and firing the shutter. A plain pointer type slide on the 
bottom for setting the aperture of the now unostentatious white lettering on black bezelled Kodak 
Anastigmat f6.3 lens fitted in a No. 2 Kodamatic five speed shutter. Note the very plain knurled 
knob for the rising front. There is now a claw shaped lever on the right of the lens/shutter assembly, 
which is for setting a time delay. (Pic 3) If you ever own camera with a pre 1960 Kodak shutter 
with time delay mechanism, please never actually arm the timer. The chances of jamming it by 
using it are much greater than getting light affected pictures from a Diana camera!  
 

The 3A used 3¼” wide 122 film, making 
postcard size negatives. (Pic 4) Again, just 
the sheer size of the “Pocket” as they were 
termed, camera made other decoration 
superfluous. The nameplate and “KODAK” 
logo on the foot are just standard lettering.  
(Pic 5)  

While being equipped with a brilliant reflecting, 
revolving viewfinder, the camera also had a folding 
frame finder, in just black enamelled metal with 
double deco style lines, (Pic 6) in keeping with the 
subtle tooling in the leather on the back of the 
camera. The red window in 
the rear is now fitted with a 
sliding cover as the faster roll 
films of the early 40’s were 
no longer completely light 
protected by the paper 
backing, even inside the 
camera. (Pic 7)  
 
The uncluttered open base- 
board was much cleaner and 
almost sterile in its 
functionality. Even with the 
camera open, appearance was 
neat with scales in just 
standard lettering, and the 
focusing lever is starkly 
operational. (Pic 8)  
 
Internally the camera was as 
clean lined as it was outside, 
and the bright yellow, red, 
blue and black “Use Kodak 
No. 122 Film” sticker is now 
much more refined in silver 
and black. (Pic 9) 
 

Pic 4. 122 film compared to a 35mm cassette. 

Pic 5. The nameplate and vertical stand foot.

Pic 6. The plain frame finder (folded) and a better 
view of the enamelled side panels. 

Pic 7. The back of the camera with sliding red window cover. 
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What more can one say about this beautiful camera. It is a pain to use simply because of its size, but 
as a collector's piece it is unsurpassed in the annals of black Kodak folders.  
 
Describing it, and even looking at the pictures, in no way gives a true impression of the powerful 
presence of this handsome photographic instrument.  
 

The 3A Series III was only made for a couple of years and 
those during wartime. There is no record of the number 
produced, but judging by the time it was produced and its 
scarcity today there could not have been many. Strange 
that a camera with such a striking appearance should come 
out of the depths of wartime production, but maybe that 
accounts for the simplicity of design, and perhaps the 

image was intended to lift the spirits in those dark times. Whatever the reasons, it is a beautiful, 
scarce camera that deserves to be preserved if you can find one!  Happy Hunting, Lyle 

Pic 8. The internal film size sticker. 
They kept the “KODAK” in red. 

Pic 9. The new, functional plus baseboard. 

 
PHOTO STUDIO IN YORK, 1937. 
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The Chaika II               Stefan Sztromajer 

The Chaika II has been introduced by Minski Mechniczeskij Zawod  im. C. I. Wawiłowa  (Minsk 
Mechanical Factory by name of C. I. Wawilow in 1967.) two years after the successful market 
acceptance of its ancestor. 
 
The small camera, of die 
cast alloy is covered with 
the black leatherette. At the 
front of camera (fig.1) there 
is the shutter release button, 
provided with the cable 
thread - a, the Galileo finder 
window - b, and the flash 
contact - c.  
 
The camera is fitted with the 
interchangeable Industar  69 
f2/28mm lens of Tessar 
design, provided with the 
42mm screw mount. Its 
focusing range is from 0.8m 
to infinity. After removing 
the lens the leaf shutter is 
exposed. (Fig 2.) The shutter range is from 1/30 to 1/250 plus B. Considering the very high quality 
of the lens, I wonder if it had been designed for “the special purposes” too. Unfortunately, I found 

only one explanation for 
changing the mount: the 
lens could have been used 
to fit the enlarger for 
comfortable blowing up 
the half frame negatives. 
 
 
At the top plate of the 
camera (fig. 3) there is the 
shutter setting window - a, 
the shutter setting dial - b, 
and the film counter 
window - c. 
 
 

 

Fig 1. The Chaika II of 1967. 

Fig 2. With lens removed, showing leaf shutter.  

Fig 3. Showing the top plate detail.  
Fig 4. Base plate detail.  
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The base plate (fig.4) shows the film 
speed reminder -a that has more functions, 
disengages the drive and rewinds the film. 
This could be realized by pulling it 
outwards and rotating according to the 
pointer. On the other end, the tripod 
thread - b is placed. 
 
At the rear side of the body (fig. 5) there 
is the finder window -a and the film 
transport lever - b. 
 
After opening the chamber (fig 6) we will 
see the back film transport couple - a, the 

double film rails - 
b, the film transport 
sprockets - c, the 
film taking spool -
d, the roller -e, and 
the pressure plate – 
f. 
 
There was the 
export edition of 
the camera, named  
in Roman letters, 
(fig. 7). 
 

As the Chaika was not provided with the accessory 
shoe, there was a special bracket for supporting the 
flash (fig. 8; fig. 9).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dimensions of the camera are as follows: 112mm x 82mm 
x 49mm, its weight is 396g. The Chaika is provided with the 

leatherette pouch, with the zip lock and the wrist strap fig. 10. 
The third and last of this series, ‘The Chaika 3’, will appear in our next issue. 

Fig 5. Rear view of the Chaika II. 

Fig 6. Film chamber and winding mechanism.  

Fig 7. The export edition.  

Fig 8. Accessory shoe bracket.  

Fig 9. Fitted to underside of camera.  

Fig 10. Case supplied with the Chaika II. 
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Letters to the Editor:  
 
Some helpful information from Geoff Harrisson: Members researching equipment serial 
numbers should know that the following lists are available on Camera-wiki: 
  
http://camera-wiki.org/wiki/Serial_numbers 
 
By Camera Manufacturer  By Lens Manufacturer 
 
Hasselblad    Bausch & Lomb  
Kodak     Kodak  
Koni-Omega Rapid M   Meyer Görlitz  
Koni-Omegaflex   Rodenstock  
Konica Press 2    Ross  
     Jos. Schneider, Kreuznach  
By Shutter Manufacturer  Taylor, Taylor & Hobson  
Compur serial numbers  Vivitar  
Links also for Argus, Leica   Voigtländer  
and Minox.    Carl Zeiss Jena (pre-war); Jena (post war); Oberkochen  
 
Member David Donaldson in South Australia emailed me to express his extreme satisfaction with a 
web site offering on-line instruction manuals. Not only in ‘lay-flat’ binding, but spiral binding also. 
You can look them up at: http://srv.ezinedirector.net/?n=7057305&s=132577305  
 
Well Timed? John Fleming has advised me that the Dalka factory at 446/448 Bell Street Preston was bull 
dozed on Monday 21st October. The photographs published in Back Focus are the last to be taken. All that 
remains now (at time of writing) is a levelled dirt site.  
 
Email forwarded from Geoff Harrisson from Eric Evans following his receiving a complimentary copy of 
the last Back Focus.  
Hi Geoff, 
Thank you very much for the copy of Back Focus, which arrived today. I shall look after it. I even made the 
front cover! And thanks for the plug for my web site. Always pleased to try and answer any questions, and 
any of your members would be welcome to visit here any time they are in the country. The Australian scene 
looks very vibrant from where I'm sitting. 
A very nice article and great photos in a very high quality magazine; congratulations to the editor and 
production staff, and to you for being able to remember all that stuff. I myself don't have a memory any 
more. 
My total collection is now up to 270 cameras by 139 makers. My Thornton-Pickards are now up into the 
fifties, all different, because due to their relatively ready availability over here, I have made a bit of a 
specialism of them. But although I have a few of T-P's black leather covered reflexes, I can't bring myself to 
be especially interested in the large number of different models they produced; they may be different but 
they all look the same to me. 
I am still buying Wood and Brass generally, and I guess I always will be. I greatly enjoyed your visit. It will 
be nice to see you again any time you are over here. 
Best regards and thanks,  Eric. 
 
Ian, I am responding to the last sentence on page 25 of Back Focus, issue 90, because I know of another 
such statue.  It's at the Wright Brothers National Memorial in Kill Devil Hills, near Kitty Hawk on the Outer 
Banks of North Carolina, USA.  Both John T. Daniels, Jr., the actual photographer who tripped the shutter 
after Orville Wright set up the shot, and the Wright brother's Gundlach Korona V camera appear in a set of 
life-size bronze sculptures by Stephen H. Smith, replicating the scene of the first flight. 
 
This website has pictures of the statue and the rest of the scene as well as telling you some more about 
Daniels.  Ralph London. #268  
 
http://theonlinephotographer.typepad.com/the_online_photographer/2012/12/ever-heard-of-
john-t-daniels.html  
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Four	Box	Cameras,	and	Not	a	BROWNIE	In	Sight…	
                           By Lyle Curr 
 
Over the years, because of familiarity of use, many items have given their brand names to the 
language and have become a generic term for any item with that particular use. 
Lazlo Biro filed a British patent for the ball point pen in 1938- yes as late as that- and today 
millions of people still write with a Biro, despite the fact that the ball point pen is produced by 
many companies world wide, none of them having anything to do with the original Biro.  
In other cases, some of these products have even had the brand name turned into a verb. Do you 
vacuum your carpets, or do you still “Hoover”? The Hoover appeared in 1908. There had been 
powered vacuum cleaners before it, but W. Hoover’s products took the US and the world by storm. 
Hoover is even listed in the OXFORD dictionary as a verb meaning “to clean carpets”! 
During the 1890s and early into the 20th century, the word Kodak was a verb, meaning to take a 
picture. 
But Kodak never seemed to overcome the influence of George Eastman’s marketing, and Kodak as 
a noun always remained meaning a Kodak camera, not just any camera. 
But the Box Brownie, now that’s another story. 
There have been millions of box cameras made over the years, both before the advent of the Kodak 
Brownie in 1900, and certainly since then. But since 1900, in most of the world’s eyes, a black 
camera with a box form is a Brownie. The term Brownie is usually prefixed by Box, and if you look 
on the most modern form of selling, the ubiquitous eBay, a lot of box cameras to this day are 
referred to as “Box Brownies” no matter what their actual origin. (Pic 1) 

The world with its attitudes is a funny place except 
amongst the sensible of us that collect cameras. 
Here there is order in our world. 
So lets look at four rather interesting box cameras, 
none of which is even close to being a Brownie, or 
made by Kodak, yet I HAVE seen three of these 
four advertised on eBay as a “Box Brownie”. 
Box camera collecting has been with us for a long 
time, and seems to have a status above that of the 
cameras involved. I have said many a time, both in 
articles like this, and in countless collecting 
orientated conversations, that many collectors who 
value the higher end of the spectrum, the Leica, the 
Nikon Rangefinder, Wood and Brass etc, tend to 
look down their noses a little at collectors who 
favour the (considered) lesser end of the camera 
market. Even sometimes on Kodak collectors!!!! 
But, for some reason, the art of box camera 

collecting seems never to have fallen foul of this outlook, and has been a fully embraced branch of 
camera collecting forever! 
(The opinion expressed in the above couple of paragraphs is my own opinion only, gleaned from 40 
years experience both collecting and dealing with collectors all over the world, and I accept full 
responsibility for the statements –and sentiments- expressed.) 
Box cameras have not just been made in great numbers, but the types and look of box camera is so 
diverse, that collecting all of them would be an impossible task… and a lot of them are very much 
the same, so lets stick here to that diversity I mentioned. 
We will find that easily amongst four box cameras we are about to look at. 
First cab off the rank is a really nice box camera made in Germany by Balda in 1935. It uses 120 
roll film for 6 X 9 cm neg’s. Balda is a well known German camera manufacturer, and they 
produced a wide range of cheaply made box cameras, but they all were a little different and a grade 
above average This one is a Rollbox, made of leather covered pressed tin, with a brightly polished 
metal faceplate. The faceplate would have looked great if they had left it alone, but it too was 

 
Pic 1. The classic Box Brownie. An awful lot of box 

cameras look like this! 
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covered in black leather. 
But the leather has a 
great sunburst pattern 
embossed in it, and the 
bright chrome plate is left 
to show in the trim and 
the nameplate. It still 
makes an unusual and 
attractive faceplate. (Pic 
2) I have pictured the 
back of the faceplate as 
well, as it also shows the 
brightly silvered, 
polished metal reflectors 
that are used instead of 
the normal glass mirror 

for the brilliant view finders. (Pic 3) 
The Rollbox has a lovely tooled solid leather carry strap. 
The rest of the Rollbox is pretty standard, except for the fact 
that the front panel fits inside the body, rather than over the end 

of the camera… and it has a cable release socket. (Pic 4) These 2 features alone are enough to make 
it a collectable camera - to box collectors that is. It has “Balda” embossed in the leather covering on 
both sides of the camera. It is quite an unusual box camera, and is sought after by collectors 
worldwide. 

The next of our four is 
really an odd camera. It 
is actually a British 
Coronet box camera, 
again using 120 roll film 
for 6 x 9 cm neg’s. But 
it’s half the size of the 
Balda Rollbox. It is a 
Coronet Fildia. (Pic 5) 
Coronet is one of the 
best known British 
camera manufacturers, 
known particularly for 
the The Midget, that 
highly desirable 
coloured series of tiny 
Bakelite 16mm 
cameras. But they also 
made a wide range of 
cheaply produced box 
cameras, most of which 
were made for premium 

use. They made hundreds of different box cameras because the 
same camera would appear with lots of different faceplates, trim, 

names etc. This means the colour and name variants appear infinite and makes Coronet Box camera 
collecting a wonderfully unpredictable pursuit.  
The camera in question here is actually made in France in the late 1940s by Tiranty in Paris, under 
license from Coronet. This was so Coronet could avoid French and other European import duties. It 
also meant there were not a lot of these cameras made! 
Of cheaply made jute card and wood construction, as were most Coronet boxes, but it has just that 
touch of French flair, with a lovely colourful hexagonal faceplate, with the instructions marked on it 

 
Pic 2. The faceplate of the 1935 Balda 

Rollbox. 

Pic 3. The brightly polished rear of the
faceplate of the Rollbox, unfortunately
hidden internally. The reflecting view
finder mirrors are also polished metal. 

 
Pic 4. The side of the Rollbox. The
front fits inside the camera body,
and the cable release is visible at
the bottom. 

Pic 5. The Coronet Fildia. The front of the
camera showing its mixed origins.
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in French - in red white and blue! It has Coronet also clearly marked on the camera, on the top of 
the faceplate, embossed in the leather under the lens, and pressed into the metal surround of the 
winding knob. (Pic 6) There is also a back stamp clearly stating “Coronet Camera. Made in France” 

in a circle around the Coronet corporate logo. You guessed it; the corporate logo is a Coronet, a 
small crown. (Pic 7)   
The Fildia has slide controls marked in French in red on the faceplate for a yellow filter (Filtre), two 
apertures (Dia), and a stop for time exposures. (Pose) There is also a “Decl” which I assume is short 
for “Shutter Release!”. It has chrome and black trim, and a tiny metal hinged leather carry strap. 
The Fildia is an attractive and VERY unusual addition to any camera or box camera collection. But 
surely this cute little camera must suffer from a huge identity crisis! 
Number three box camera is the rarest of the lot, and requires one of my little digressions before we 
get to it. 
Perhaps you have noticed— or perhaps not— but the value of the Diana camera, that cheap, yes 
even nasty, piece of junk that came out of Hong Kong is accelerating faster than the global 
warming! Made in the late 50’s into the 60’s, the Diana was followed by a series of “clones” which, 
while not reaching the lofty dollar heights the original has, still bring at least twenty or thirty times 
their original value today. 

The phenomenon of the Diana (Pic 8) and its types 
always fascinated me, despite the fact that I never had 
the urge to collect them. After all, why would you keep 
a piece of plastic junk you pay $1 for at a market, when 
it will bring nearly $200 on the open market. In fact 
that last two Dianas I sold have bought over that 
amount at auction. The skyrocketing value appears to 
be generated by users rather than collectors. 
While collectors revel in the search for different names 
of the myriad of Diana clones, the modern art student 
seems to find the light leaking body and low quality 
plastic lens produces distorted, partially fogged images 
that apparently are artistically of merit. 

Two issues arise from this. Firstly, how come modern art students have enough money to shell out 
huge bucks for a Diana? (I use the name of the camera rather than a more colourful description that 
comes to mind!) I always thought (particularly) art students were penniless! 
 The second issue the Diana confronts is the actual question of art, photography, the universe and 
everything. But that is one I am saving for another day. 
The fact is, that when I mention a Diana, it is a picture of the “camera” above that pops into your 
mind. 

Pic 6. The winding knob, also marked Coronet and
Made in France. Pic 7. The Fildia back stamp. 

Pic 8. A standard Diana. 
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But this missive is about box cameras, so lets look at the Diana Box camera. Yes there is such a 
thing.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Diana box camera was made by a small 
factory in Dusseldorf that specialised in 

repairs of optical instruments. (Pic 9) The only camera that appears to be known to come from Dr 
Paul Mozar, is the Diana box in the 1950s. 
The Diana looks pretty standard from a distance, but close up it’s just a little different. (Pic 10) 
The camera body is moulded from thin, and very brittle Bakelite. The film holder is metal, and 
attached to the front of the body with screws, so it can be removed to get at the shutter and 
viewfinders. What more would you expect when it was designed by a man who actually repairs 
things as his main stock in trade. 

The whole back of the body is removed for loading the film, 
but there are no external clasps holding the two parts 
together. Two metal slides fit into spring loaded internal 
clasps on either side of the body, and two buttons on the sides 
of the front section are pressed to release the back. (Pic 11) 
The camera uses 120 film to make 6 x 9 negatives, and it has 
two apertures, a time delay lever, and a cable release socket. 
The camera is identified simply by the name “Diana” in white 
lettering obliquely on the front. 
There is an art deco styled pattern on the front, top and sides 
of the camera, but it is very understated. 
All black except for the name and a while circle around the 
lens bezel, it is a camera with very simple form. 
Gracefully curved corners are the only things that stop it from 
being a rather mundane and standard looking box camera. Its 
attractiveness is in its simplicity, its Bakelite construction, 
and its rarity.  
The last of our quartet of unusual boxes is an Ensign E 29. 
Made by Houghtons in England in the early 30’s, this is one 
of the British cameras that used film UK manufacturers 
designated E 29, that made negs. 3 x 2 inches. There had been 
so many of these cameras in the UK since the Ensignette in 
1913 that Kodak had to introduce a film size 129, to cater for 

the demand. 
I am not aware that Kodak made any cameras in this size. 

Pic 9. The Mozar Diana. 

 
Pic 10. Close up of the Diana box. 

Pic 11. The unusual clasp that holds the
Diana together and the button to release
it. You can also see where the thin
Bakelite on this example has been broken
and repaired. The cable release is seen at
the base. 
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Houghton’s 
produced the 
Ensign E 29 in 
various models, 
but the most 
commonly found 
type is the 'tall' 
blue one piece 
model that has 
provision for a 
clip on Portrait 
Lens. These are 
not a really 
uncommon 
camera today. 
They frequently 

were used in sales promotions as premiums in the 1930's.  

Our example however is a model in black, (Pic 12) the “E29 Portrait 
Camera” with built in Portrait Lens and a pull out open wire frame 
viewfinder and is a much less much common.  
This is one of the few cameras where the coloured model is more 
common and of lesser value than the black one. 
Leather covered almost all-wooden construction; the sides of the 
camera actually form the film chamber. The E 29 “talls” did not have 
a removable film holder like most box cameras and the film only 
wound from one chamber in the back of the camera to another 

immediately above it. This created a large space above and below the film chamber, hence the “tall’ 
shape. (Pic 13) 

The camera could be set to take “Views” or “Portraits” by 
turning a silver coloured knob on the front. (Pic 14) 
 
The fact that it took 129 film is almost enough to make this 
camera collectable, but its shape, and rarity also help. 
So, would you collect box cameras? The diversity in size and 
even in shape; the difference in specification and decoration; 
the ready availability of a lot of models for the beginner, and 
the rarity of some other models for the more serious collector 
to pursue, make the box camera a perfect target (Brownie 
collector’s pardon the pun!) for anyone who wants to get 
involved at any level of camera collecting. (Pic 15)   
 

 
Happy Hunting, Lyle Curr. 

Pic 12. The black Ensign E 29 Portrait 
Camera. 

 
Pic 13.The interior of the E 29 showing the film 
chambers that create the “tall” shape. 

 
Pic 14. The front of the E 29 
with the portrait lens partially 
in place. The large silver knob 
at the bottom of the faceplate 
moves it. 

Pic 15. The Four cameras, all boxes, all different. 

The colourful front of the Fildia. 
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And the market cried…. Let there be COLOUR!      Ian Carron 
 
One of the things that always surprised me during my many years as a professional photographic 
sales representative was the reluctance of pro photographers to adapt to new technology. Where the 
amateur would embrace it with open arms, pro’s turned their backs for ages on advances such as 
meters being built in to cameras and then, even auto flash units! 
Perhaps they saw it as an insult or a threat to their professional 
capabilities, rather than releasing them to concentrate more on 
their creativity. But technology marches on and eventually our 
professional brethren bowed to the march of time and, along the 
way, came to recognise the advantages.  
 
Around this time I started working as a “stringer” for one of my 
regular clients, a suburban wedding/portrait studio. Come 
Saturday and, after an early lunch, I’d head to his home (which 
he worked out of at that stage) and met up with the other 
“stringers’ where we’d get our assignments, collect our cameras, 
quarter-plate Speed Graphics with Graflex magazines and head 
out to do our best with blushing brides and over-wrought 

mothers. In a busy period, some of us would handle two weddings 
in one afternoon. Dashing between two homes, churches and 
receptions, perfect ulcer material! Those were the days when black 
and white film and hand colourists reigned supreme and a good 
colourist was guarded more jealously than a daughter’s reputation!  
 
However, colour film and prints was now impacting on the general 
market and the professional scene was about to undergo one of its 
biggest changes since glass plates gave way to flexible film base. At 
first, this was gradual, with a “colour option” being offered. If 
ordered, (at additional cost, of course) we’d take a 120 roll holder 
loaded with colour neg and shoot a variety of colour shots amongst 
the black and whites. These colour rolls were processed and printed 

at colour laboratories. Then the full change came to total colour and a whole new market opened up.  
While some chose to send their work out for Lab processing, others went the ‘in-house’ route and 
installed their own DIY processing equipment. And this was where we few rep’s with experience in 
this field came into our own. None the less, we were all on a learning curve, and a steep one at that.  
The pro lab’s fought back at the loss of custom, maintaining that while a photographer was 
“wasting his time’ in the darkroom printing, he was not ‘out in the field’ photographing, thereby 
losing business, and we replied that he couldn’t be out shooting all and every day and the work 
could be produced at around 15% of the lab charges!  
 
The first of the “learning curves” we all went on was that 
technology had introduced a new little box, the colour 
analyser! Where previously correct colour filtration was 
established by the ‘guess and by golly’ method and the use 
of corrective viewing filters, the analyser could now give a 
much higher (?) first off accuracy. These usually came in 
two types, spot and integrated reading, each with their own 
pros and cons. The latter would average out the entire 
negative and, if the entire negative was average, would 
give a good result. But if a bride had been photographed 
full length, in a park with lots of grass and trees, there was a huge dominance of green, which 
influenced the reading! The spot reading relied on a constant for accuracy. More often than not, this 
would be a skin tone that would be used. But complexions not only vary, the cheeks of the (bridal) 
subject were also a no-no due to make-up. We quickly learned that foreheads were the best ‘target.’ 

Metz 45 series.  
The ‘auto’ sensor can be seen under 

the flash head. 

Can’t believe I’d spend a day 
chasing brides with one of 

these…. plus flash, plus film! 

An early analyser, the Colormate. Spot 
reading probe seen just left of centre. 
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On the commercial scene, the standard was a duplicate shot with a MacBeth Colour Chart inserted 
for reference. Once this was zeroed in on, it was replaced with the production neg and the print 
made. Hardly practical at a wedding though.  
 
Another problem that arose back in those days was that 
suddenly, when the colour prints were nicely balanced, 
the brides dress was, in many of the photographs, a 
deadly cyan colour. Loud, indignant cries of “My dress 
doesn’t look like that!” were heard across the land! 
Finally, it was found that a bug from outside the 
industry assisted the culprit. We’ve all heard that 
various detergents claim to ‘wash whiter than white’ 
etc. This is achieved by the addition of ‘optical 
brighteners’ to the powders, which fluoresce brightly 
under the natural UV in ordinary daylight. (Remember 
the nightclubs with UV lighting where any white 
clothing ‘glowed’ bluish?) And those older flashguns 
used flash tubes that gave out massive amounts of UV. 
When used either as a sole light source or flash fill, when hit by one of these, the bridal dress shot 
back UV in unbelievable quantities. You could put a dozen UV filters on your lens and it would 
squirt through like water through a sieve! The only cure was to kill it at the source. This was 
achieved by taping a gelatine UV filter over the flash head to filter out the UV emission and 
remained the standard till the adoption of gold-coated flash tubes, which killed the UV at the 
source.  
 
But what of the industry itself? Two major players were 
to emerge on our local scene. (Where commercial studios 
were concerned.) One day I’d dropped in to Cineoptics at 
Camberwell, the Bolex agents, and spotted this weird 
looking item in a corner of their showroom and asked 
what it was? It was a processor, for film or paper, made 
by a new company in NSW, Peter Michael Plastics.  
The material was loaded into drums, placed in the heated 
cabinet where the drums were rotated and small amounts 
of the appropriate chemistry introduced via funnels. This 
was discarded by tilting the top of the deck when a 
chemistry change was due. Called “one-shot” processing, 
doing away with the need for replenishment. Called the 
Unilab, I was quite taken with its innovation. This was an 
item with appeal more to the commercial studio and I 
arranged to take a client to see it, an immediate sale 
resulting. A chance meeting shortly after at a party with a 
lady who turned out to be Peter Michael’s mother 
brought the comment from me that having his product 
tucked away where it was would hardly do it justice. A 
few days later, (this was in my Southern Cross Cameras 
days) we received a phone call from Peter Michael, offering us the Victorian distributorship. This 
was a marketing relationship that was to last for many years and my friendship with Peter continues 
to this day. From moderately humble beginnings PMP grew into quite a force in the Australian 
Photo Industry, in both the commercial and social scenes. An early newsletter I put out back then 
shows the Unilab selling for $860.  
 
The ball was really starting to roll now as colour came more and more in demand. It was at this time 
that another Australian manufacturer came on the scene with a great little processor. Ben Boardman 
and David Cruise had put together a package, based on a processor, the brainchild of David. 
Designed to process up to 8”x10” prints in a basket, using replenishment, it had some very novel 

Only mono here of course: A Macbeth colour 
chart & neutral grey scale.  

An industry standard. 

Unilab for ‘one-shot’ processing  
of film and paper in dedicated tubes. 
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features. Heating coils were 
embedded into the chemical tanks 
and before starting a process the 
chemistry temperature was taken. 
The difference between the ambient 
and required temperature was then 
dialled up on the large rotary 
control on the front of the unit and 
via its “heat injection” system, the 
temperature was raised by 10 per 
minute till operating temperature 

was attained. Upon starting the process, agitation and tank changes 
were indicated by various coloured fibre optic lights along the tanks 
and two distinct musical notes; a ‘ding’ and a ‘dong’. It wasn’t long 
before this Mini Log processor became known as the “Ding Dong” in 
trade parlance! David and Ben offered it to us at Southern Cross but, 
as impressed as we were, we had to regretfully decline, being 
committed to Peter Michael product; it would have been a total 

conflict of interests. That left them no option but to go directly into the market place, which they did 
with great success. Sales were also helped by the fact that, at this time, equipment could be leased 
and, briefly, the lease payments were totally tax deductible while the 
residual payout at the end, usually about 10% of the purchase price, 
finalised the deal for the buyer.  
 
Mini Log went on to bring out models up to 30”x 40” of their basket 
processor, a C41 film processor and other units aimed at the 
commercial field. By importing Cosar Mornick analysers and colour 
heads, they could offer a complete package for the wedding/portrait 
studio setting up in colour. Tuition also formed part of their services.  
 
The same applied with ourselves and the product range from Peter 
Michael and the competition was fierce. Where PMP were concerned, we also had a much broader 
product range to offer. One particular item, which sold like 
hot cakes, was a humble darkroom sink. They came in 
various sizes but the 6-ft model eclipsed all the others in 
popularity. The beauty of it was that it was easily framed into 
a bench and could be taken with you if you changed 
premises. PMP also made a basket line processor, but this 

was aimed more at the commercial end of the market. With a 
maximum print size of 16”x20”, the Colorlab used gas burst 
agitation (nitrogen for the developer, air for the rest) and utilised a 
water jacket for temperature control.  
 
An improved Unilab also 
appeared with automated 
processing, the Computerlab.  
Once material was loaded 
and the chemical chambers 
were filled with the required 
amount and types, the 
processor was loaded with a 
punch card, started and that 
was it! The entire run was 
then completed auto-
matically.  
Australian design and manufacturing was really coming of age!  

This home-grown manufacturer 
offered a complete package. 
Film and paper processor, 

colour enlarger and analyser. 

Like others, they emphasised the 
leasing advantage of the time. 

The Mornick 321 spot reading 
analyser that came with the Mini 
Log package. Ben’s lost count of 

how many of these were sold! 

Darkroom sink, with optional plumbing. 

Colorlab processor from PMP. PMP Computerlab. $2200 back then!  
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A large (for Australia) manufacturer cannot 
exist however on large equipment only, they 
also needed ‘day-to-day’ volume sellers. 
And, apart from the darkroom sink, PMP 
offered a wide range of high demand items. 
A print washer, product photography table, 
chemical mixers, film drying cabinet and 

custom designed items were but some of the 
many products to come from this factory in 
Mona Vale. These, and the many other 
smaller production items that were in 
constant demand were the goods that paid 
the rent.  
 
One of the things our Australian manufacturers did suffer from against their European and 
American brethren was the lack (due to financial reasons) for thorough product testing. Usually the 
customer himself was the testing ground. Also, lack of available components often hindered design. 
To heat and maintain temperature in the processing chamber of the early Unilab’s, the heating 
element and fan used was from….. a ladies hair dryer! A case of using what was available from the 
market place. Down the track, a more suitable commercial unit was finally found.  
 
Then one day a Mini Log user came in one morning and found a thick, black scum floating on the 
top of his developer tank. Like a plague, it hit all the users of these earlier processors. It turned out 
that due to a change in the chemical process Kodak had released for prints, it was attacking and 
dissolving the jelco coating on the fibre glass tanks and, for Ben and David, the brown really hit the 
fan in trying to solve the problem. Of course this didn’t do our sales any harm and we didn’t 
hesitate to cash in on it either. I did say that back then it was a ‘dog eat dog’ world and highly 
competitive! They did achieve a fix of sorts by lining their tanks with a thin rubber membrane. 
(Yes, you have it, just like an oversized “you know what!”) But this led to other problems by 
completely upsetting their heat injection system. A new scale 
on the heat setting knob fixed that and a change to PVC 
developer tanks gave a 100% fix.  
 
Meanwhile, the argument ‘in the field’ of DIY or stay with a 
pro lab raged on. More often than not, the lab’s didn’t 
completely lose business, the DIY studio only processing up 
to 8”x10” and all else still going to the lab. And training 
some of these clients in the ‘art’ of colour printing soon showed up the wheat from the chaff. Some 
took to it like a duck to water; the odd one could be a pain in the neck! Wouldn’t listen, go their 
own way and then complain when they couldn’t get decent results. Others split the purchases, 
buying some of their equipment from one supplier; the rest from another then expected one to train 
them on all of it.  
 
One thing Australia didn’t have was enlargers and, at Southern Cross Cameras, 
Durst was a favourite offering and the little 6x7cm Super Chromega C also helped 
make up a nice package. Dichroic filters and quartz lamps were now the order of 
the day and things were looking good. Who could have guessed what the future 
had in store?  
 
And as for past rivalries, competitors and associates? I’m more than pleased to 
say that Ben Boardman, Peter Michael and myself are in regular contact.  
Both, like me, are now retired (although Pete still ‘dabbles’) and I would like to 
thank both of them for their assistance in the preparation of this article where their 
products are concerned.  
Thanks guys, in memory of some great days! I’ve broken bread and popped the odd cork with both 
of you, may we have the chance to do so again!  

Chemical Mixer. 
 

Film dryer.
Print washer. 

Product table. 

 
PMP Colorlab, small basket line processor.

Super Chromega C.
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Finally, a NEW Brownie.......Well, No-- Not Quite!                    Lyle Curr 

We all know the story of the Brownie; how Eastman 
commissioned Frank Brownwell (for whom a lot of 
texts say, incorrectly, it was named) to design a 
children’s camera. The Brownie was actually named 
after a pixie like character in books at the turn of the 
19th century by one Palmer Cox.  
(Pic 1) Eastman Kodak began production in 1900 and 
it took off to become not just the children’s camera it 
was supposed to be, but the “snapshooters” choice for 
about 82 years. (The last Brownie was produced in 
Brazil in 1982) (Pic 2)  

 
 
 
Most of us have “Brownie” stories, whether we are 
collectors or users (photographers?). Many of the 
world’s great photographers “started with a Box 
Brownie.” Most of the people you meet at markets, 
garage sales, antique shops, op shops, or anywhere you 
go looking for collectable cameras answer the question 
“do you have any old cameras?”, with, “Oh you mean 
Box Brownies and that sort of thing!”. (Pic 3).... and 
even most of the people in camera clubs shooting with 
the most modern ultra terabyte digital will tell you, 
“My first camera was a Box Brownie.”  
 

Brownie’s proliferate in many shapes and sizes, but 
of course the definitive Brownie is the Brownie Box. 
(Pic 4) It disappeared way back in the late 50s, but 
was made literally in its millions through hundreds of 
models over the years. Most are not worth much, 
most sought by only the most diehard of Brownie 
collectors, and a very few are worth a lot and are 
eagerly sought by (even fewer) collectors.  
 
There are a couple of UK made Brownies that use 
still readily available 120 roll film, but most Brownie models use 620 or 127 film. Over the years, 

many photographers have modified 
their Brownie to use 120 or 35mm film, 
and if you peruse the WWW you will 
find some ingenious modifications, all 
to keep the Brownie relevant to current 
users. Just as an aside, did you know 
you can use normal 35mm cassettes in 
the old oval bulbous shaped Brownie 
127 without modification. (Pic 5)  
 
The digital age ironically began at 
Kodak, when the development (pun 
intended) staff came up with the first 

Pic 1. An early “Box Brownie” in its 
Palmer Cox character box. 

 
Pic2. The last Brownie made, the Brownie II 110 

camera from Brazil. 

 
Pic 3. What most people think of when they hear 

the words Box Brownie. 

Pic 4. Brownies came in odd shapes and sizes. 
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digital camera. Much like the early cameras and photographic 
processes, the digital prototype was roughly the size of a toaster 
and took twenty-three seconds to take a 0.01 mega-pixel black and 
white photograph. There have been a few adventurous and geekier 
minded photographers over the last few years that have modified 
box Brownies to take digital images. But these have been only a 
few one-offs. Pic 6 shows one of the more professional 
conversions, used by Catherine M. Weir, a Scottish photographer 
specialising in the utilisation of both digital and analogue media 
together to create her images. The only ways to tell this Brownie is 
not original are the power source wires and the larger “winding” 
knob.  
 
Visit her website at http://www.cmweir.com/index.html and 
check out the instruction manual made for this camera. IT will 
explain the differences!  
 
Today's easy to use, inexpensive digital cameras are the Box 
Brownie of the 21st century. Everyone has one, even the kids. On 
any given day not 
thousands as in the time 
of the Brownie, but 
millions of images are 
recorded each day on the 
i-phone, the tablet or any 
of the many other digital 
cameras out there. 
Eastman would have 
loved it, although he 
would probably not be 
happy with the way 
Kodak’s management 
missed out badly on the 
business coup that could 
so well have been!  
 
The Brownie's 
history is colourful 
and varied, but 
seems to have 
finished. There was 
an expectation of a 
new Brownie in the 
100th Anniversary 
year, 2000, but it 
never eventuated. 
What if there had 
been new “Box” 
Brownie, for 2000? 
One Hundred years 
after the original. 
Would the snap-
shooting public return to it in this digital age? Would it be a collecting sensation? Some would say 
there is definitely no need; that digital photography is the “new box Brownie” anyway. Cheap, easy, 
and available to the masses. Just what Eastman ordered in 1900.  

 
Pic 5. I’ve added a white Velcro 

dot so you can see it. All you need 
to put standard 35mm in your 

Brownie 127. You have to unload 
it in the dark of course. 

Pic 6. Captioned as part of the text. (One of the more professional conversions, used by 
Catherine M. Weir, a Scottish photographer. The only way to tell it’s not original is the 

power source wires and the larger “winding” knob. Visit her website at 
http://www.cmweir.com/index.html 

Pic 7.The 2012 concept Brownie. Pic 7a. The rear view, showing the flash. 
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So, James Coleman of Yanko Design came up with this. (Pic 7 and 7a) A 2012 project that was 
inspired by the London Olympics of that year. It is a digital version of the Box Brownie. It is 66% 
scale of the Brownie Flash III, upon which its design is based. (Coincidently it was a Brownie Flash 
III that has been converted and used by Catherine Weir.) The thing about the 2012 Brownie was it 
was meant to be able to “.... give you an idea of how primitive and mysterious cameras once 
were......!” (The exclamation is mine.)  
 
There is no viewing or playback screen, and it incorporates the old style brilliant finders of the Box 
Brownie, giving it its smiling appearance. This also helps give the excited, impatient feeling of 
expectation as you have to wait to see your “shots” till you get home to your computer; or I guess 
you may be able to plug it in to your phone, i-pad or tablet! Either way, you have that delay before 
you get the satisfaction of seeing your pictures, albeit on a screen, just as we had to wait a week for 
the chemist to process our films in the bye and bye.  
 
 As there was plenty of space in the “box” without a film spool carrier, a pop up electronic flash 
was proposed. This was probably the major change from its predecessor, if you don't count the 
difference between digital and film! The digital Box Brownie was designed in candy colours, but 
this was not really new to the Brownie, as it was made in colours in the late 1920's. (Pic 8)  
 
 A review of one of the prototypes expounded “.....the lens, a fixed aperture design which is focus-
free. In fact, the only user-operated control is the big ol’ shutter release, which sits low, down by 
your thumb as you hold it and stare into the hole on top. You can also flip up a pair of square 
frames to form a straight-on sports finder, although with the optical finders it is not particularly 
useful. Key features include: 
 

 The ‘triple-lens’ design with one main aperture and two viewfinder apertures. 
 One simple shutter button with no other controls 
 A disproportionably large flash. 
 A decorated front. 
 A fold up sports viewfinder.  
The viewfinders, aperture and shutter are located in the same positions as in the original 
Brownie, making it feel like home to the Brownie lovers.”  

A colourful and fun 
machine it would 
have been, with a 
more “Smiley” face 
than the old 620’s, 
and a swingin’ 
personality to jazz 
up the party!  
 
Unfortunately the 
2012 Brownie never 
made it past the 
prototype stage. In a 
2012 answer to the 

questions of whether a 100th Anniversary 2000 Brownie would have been used by the general 
snapshooting public, it would probably have been too cumbersome, with not enough features and its 
historic style would not pull people away from the convenience of their phones and compact 
digitals. But for the collectability it was a different story. Many photographic forum type web sites 
had people clamouring for information as to where they could get one. Toy camera users, your 
“artistic” Diana and Lomography brigade wanted them. The Yanko Design web site was full of 
requests for purchase. I would have paid whatever they wanted for one, and so it appeared would a 
lot of other people. But very few cameras are manufactured just for the collector. The 2012 Brownie 
would be a wonderful addition to any collection. Maybe in another 100 years!  

 
Pic 8. Brownies in colour. Not really a new idea. 
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The MAMIYA MAGAZINE 35                      Geoff Harrisson 

In Back Focus #85 I wrote about a 35mm camera with 
interchangeable magazines – the Adox 300, introduced in 
1957. In the same year the Mamiya Camera Company 
marketed their version of the concept. Like the Adox the 
Mamiya was a bit on the basic side for features also, such as 
offering only a fixed lens, but it did have a coupled 
rangefinder. A 5cm Sekor f2.8 lens was standard with an f2 
Sekor being an option. The shutter is a Seikosha-MXL with 
speeds 1 to 1/500th.  
 
At first glance it’s a fairly plain camera that you might not 
look twice at (Pic 1) in fact viewed from the front and back 
you wouldn’t even know that it separates. It feels solid and 
looks well made; the viewfinder shows a bright frame with 
parallax lines and a rangefinder spot. A rewind knob and a 
film counter are noticeably absent from the top plate. The 
baseplate has the film counter, a film reminder dial and a 
round red wheel to unlock the magazine from the rest of the 
camera (Pic 2). Rotating this also slides the darkslide into the 
closed position so you can change magazines at any stage. On 
top of the magazine is the rewind knob that rotates freely 
without any unnecessary lock or ratchet. (Pic 3) 

 
The inside of the magazine looks just like any other 35mm 
camera back, its door is opened via a slide lock on the side 
and a cassette is then loaded in the usual way. Attaching the 
magazine to the camera and turning the lock wheel secures 
the magazine in place and opens the darkslide. The camera’s 
wind lever is connected to a slotted drive that fits into the 
magazine’s film sprocket drive slot (Pic 4). There is a small 
indicator in the base to show if the film is advancing. 

 
I noticed that the magazine can be 
removed either with the shutter 
cocked, or un-cocked with the film 
not wound on. This makes blank 
frames and double exposures 
possible - intentional or not! But 
there is a procedure to follow to 
avoid this. A red dot behind the film 
wind lever shows when the shutter is 
cocked, a white dot shows when the 
shutter has been fired. A similar red 

dot on the magazine indicates the film has been advanced, a white dot indicates an exposed frame, 
and so you just match the dots when changing magazines. It’s a simple system that avoids the need 
for manufacturing complicated mechanical interlocks. (Pic 5)  
 
In comparison to the magazine systems of Adox and Zeiss Contaflex I found the Mamiya is much 
simpler in operation and easier to use. Although it sold in USA for $89.50 it was at a time when 
rangefinder cameras had to compete with the new SLR’s like Pentax (at $150) that offered reflex 
viewing and lens interchangeability – probably more desirable features. So the Magazine 35 was 
not the sales success Mamiya hoped for, but I think it remains one of their most innovative cameras.  

Pic 1: A plain-looking rangefinder 
camera. 

Pic 2: Bottom plate showing film 
counter and locking wheel. 

Pic 3: Magazine unlocks from the 
camera. 

Pic 4: Showing magazine wind slot and 
rewind knob. 

Pic 5: Open magazine 
showing darkslide. 
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BARGAIN ROLLEI!                                   John Fleming. 
 
 
Just as I poured my afternoon coffee at work the phone rang. It was my sister, saying she had been 
to the local op shop and had purchased two cameras to use for her next overseas trip. One was a 
Ricoh and the other was a Rollei… and she had paid $8 for the pair, which included her pensioner 
discount of $2! As I mopped up my spilt coffee, I asked her to describe the Rollei, pen in hand to 
record the vital details. 
 
As Sylvia is fairly non-technical, best I could glean from my questioning was the Rollei had marked 
“Made In Germany” and the lens was also German made. Upon asking did one look down into a 
sort of screen to see the image; she could only tell me there WAS a screen on top of it. “For 
goodness sake, drive down and bring the cameras for me to inspect immediately” said I, and brewed 
another cuppa to steady my nerves. Could she have fluked a Rolleiflex or even a Rollei 35? 
 
Upon arrival, out the “treasures” came and the truth dawned. Firstly, there was a little plastic Ricoh 
autofocus point n’shoot, fixed focal length lens, and with a slide lever to bring in a “panorama” 
masking for the film gate. Unmarked, took 2 AA cells, so OK for $4. Next the German surprise 
package! Yes, it WAS a Rollei, but again a point n’shoot autofocus all plastic camera, but an 
upmarket looking one at that. Sure enough, Made in Germany and ditto the Rolleigon zoom lens. 
Again, totally mint in condition save 
for some sticky fingers or gum muck 
on the grip area. I grabbed the WD 
40 and used that moistened to a soft 
cloth to scrub the goo off, and wiped 
it clean. Absolutely as brand new!! 
Pic 1 
 
So, what is it? One I had not struck 
before nor really knew Rollei had 
made. It appears about 1980 the old 
Rollei-Werke floundered on bad 
financial times, and in an effort to 
rescue the firm, they downsized and 
leaned off staff etc and trimmed back 
on the extensive products they had 
gotten into. The new firm was 
entitled Rollei-Fototechnik, and this 
camera was one of the products from the 1980’s. It is, officially, a Rollei Giro 70WA. There were 
two other models with longer tele focal lengths for the zoom range, but this one gained the “WA” 

by having the lower range increased to a quite useful 
28 mm. Pic 2 
 
Not having a battery to hand, I ordered a couple of 
CR2 3 volt lithium cells from our electronics 
supplier in Sydney (it only requires one) and they 
arrived before lunchtime next day. Here was the 
crunch test… would the $4 bargain Rollei actually 
work? Of course, it came to life instantly, and I 
grabbed the nearest available film for a test out of 
fridge… a slightly outdated 100 ASA Kodacolour 24 
exposure as it turned out. This camera, unlike some 
“plastic fantastics”, just advances the film to frame 
number 1 once the rear door is shut, unlike others 
where the whole roll is first pulled OUT of the light 

PIC 1. Lens capped and switched off,  
The Rollei Giro 70WA looks stylish. 

PIC 2. Switched on, lens uncapped ready to shoot. 
Note small silver “macro” close focus button at 

right. 
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tight 35 mm cassette, then one by one, wound back IN as each photo taken. An LCD screen on top 
of the camera shows a few vital operations, selectable by a couple of soft touch buttons. A 
microscopic push button exists (to be prodded with a ball pen or similar) if you wish to rewind a 
part used film before 24 or 36 exposures are taken.  
Pic 3 
 
Controls are few; mostly the automatics 
take care of most situations. Remember, 
this is a camera for ordinary folk with NO 
knowledge of photography at all! Despite 
that, there is nothing shoddy or low grade 
about this camera within its field. It is 
reasonably heavy and feels solid and the 
motorized functions sound quick and 
crisp. It has a setting by sequential 
stabbing one of the top buttons to turn 
flash off or on, also a red-eye reduction 
control via the usual little light atop 
camera housing (this dilutes the pupils just 
prior to the flash… nevertheless poor 
substitute for having inbuilt flash too close to lens axis) and there is a fourth stab of the button 
which brings in a definite infinity setting. This is for those distant views or situations where things 
like aircraft windows etc can fool the auto focus. There is also the usual, very useful, self-timer 

function. All of these “modes” are displayed 
on the small LCD screen atop the Rollei 
Giro. At the front of the camera there is a 
little silver button, marked with symbol of a 
flower head and stalk. That caters for 
“macro” close-ups at about 2 feet. If this is 
pressed in and held whilst the shutter button 
is pressed, it automatically selects the right 
focal length within the zoom range and at the 
same time sets focus around 2-3 feet. Small 
index marks in the viewfinder aid in 
eliminating parallax…. if the non-technical 
operator ever discovers this fact! The small 
viewfinder eyepiece doesn’t lend itself to 
glasses or a sunglass viewing unfortunately; 
maybe this is the result of compact 

proportions and cost? Pic 4 
 
After playing with it, and quite admiring the 
reasonable quality and considerable style (it 
looks really smart in that grey… bit like the old 
4x4 “baby”) I Googled around and found a 
small instruction book which I was able to print 
for my sister, and also found an example on the 
net of a photo taken with such a camera… it is 
remarkably good! I eagerly await the results out 
of this thing and wouldn’t be surprised to see a 
stack of nice shots resulting from the trip 
through Europe and Turkey etc. Whilst my 
initial excitement of finding a $4 RolleiFLEX 
faded, how can one not warm to this cute little 
genuine German Rollei? I think I may start 
going to op shops…….. Pic 5 

PIC 3. The LCD display screen and exposure counter. 
Microscopic early rewind button and usual flip lever right rear 

for zoom control. 

PIC 4 Back view has contrasting black lid and red LED for 
electronic flash near viewfinder. 

PIC 5. The Rollei Giro with lens zoom fully extended to 
70mm. Proudly displays the Made in Germany and 

Rolleigon lens inscription. 
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Lyle Curr continues the story of the  

Art Deco Kodak with the BIG one! 

Meet Member Ron Thomas and how he created his all time favourite photograph. 
From Stefan Sztromajer- 

The Chaika-II 

 

A collection of Saunders Art from the recently published hardback, large format art book 
“Norman Saunders by David Saunders”. With thanks to NormanSaunders.com and 
theillustratedpress.com (The camera in the ‘unknown’ ad on left appears to be an Argus C44. For 
some interesting information on this camera, see: http://www.cameraquest.com/argc44.htm) 
 

Lyle Curr writes about a “new” Brownie. Could it be this one?

My biggest fear is that when 
I die my wife will sell my 

camera collection for what 
she thinks I paid for it! 
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